ADELE
Association des Etudiants Electriciens

Sponsoring File
5 letters : ADELE, stands for Association of electrician students of EPFL.

We are a group of students in the Electrical Engineering section at EPFL, united by a common motive: maintain the cohesion and good atmosphere between all students of the section, no matter their year of study. We aim to create familiarity between students of the section, making Bachelor and Master students meet, so that everyone can feel at home. We make this possible by organising various events throughout the year, of which we will talk more in detail in the next pages.

Our main events are the following:
- section dinners
- advent calendar
- ski week-end
- the JAM session
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**Section dinners**

Generally 3 of these dinners are organised in a year. They represent an opportunity for students of all years of studies to come together, share a meal and get to know each other.

Dinner implies succulent meals, drinks, some games and a lot of discussion around courses, teachers and experiences in the section. The first supper is particularly important for the first years, as it is the occasion to create a first circle of friends at the beginning of the school year.

It is always a very happy time, as shown by the pictures!

---

**Advent Calendar**

Newly arrived in 2019, the advent calendar accompanies the students in the last run to the Christmas holidays, before the first exams in January. Every day of December from the 1st to the 24th a mini-game is proposed to students ready for the challenge: riddles to solve, memes, crossword puzzles...designed specifically by our team, under the supervision of the Entertainment Manager.

This event is taking place exclusively online this year, through our Discord server, put in place to maintain interaction between students. The three people that win the most mini-games will be presented with BIG prizes, offered by sponsors.
**Ski Week-End**

Another key event which is always very much awaited every year: the ski trip! For some years now, we've organised during the month of March our now traditional ski week-end in the small and cosy Moléson station. This week-end comprises two days and two nights with 60 people under one roof, in a very nice chalet, with special activities between skiing sessions like night sled, costumed party or board game night.

**JAM Session**

The JAM Session is the main event of the second semester. It is a talent show, created with the intent to reveal the hidden musical capacities of the electrical engineering students! Be it to sing, or play an instrument as an amateur or expert, everyone is invited to come on stage, and show what they are made of!

These past years, we have been able to witness that the electricians have got some talent!
Our contact information:

Send us an e-mail

You can contact Maïssara BELIAZI, Sponsorship Manager at the following e-mail adress:

contact@adele-epfl.ch

Send us a letter

You can send us packages or letters at the following adress:

Association des étudiants électriens de l'EPFL ADELE Case postale 22 CH-1015 Lausanne

If you want to keep up with us:

Follow us on social media!

@adele.epfl

ADELE - EPFL

Check out our website!

adele.epfl.ch